
When it comes fo contributed projects or cìrcuits, there are
l"* thÍngs more frustratÍng than fÍnding the circuit hø.s been
drqwn (opparentþ) by "a thumbnqil dipped in tqr" - or neor
equÍvalenL Here's an eqsy woy to make them look good!

ot only do poorly presented
circuit diagrams increase the
likelihood of errors, they also

make it more diffrcult to understand
the basic circuit operation,

And if those at SLICoN CmP can-
not understand it, how are readers
going to?

The Editor will be much more im-
pressed by a neatly laid out diagram
with standardised symbols, all com-
ponents at right-angles and all the
components in scale,

How do you do it?
Many years ago Protel had a circuit

drawing package called Schematic.
Unfortunately it was less than accept-
able - the frustration and poor results

with this program prompted me to
think about an alternative.

The one I use might sound a little
unusual at first glance. It's the Protel
Autotrax PCB fPrinted Circuit BoardJ
layout package which of course is
intended to lay out PC boards. But
I find gives excellent results when
drawing circuits - and as a bonus is
quite easy to use,

An even bigger bonus is that it won't
cost you anything. Now well and truly
superseded, Protel Autotrax can be
downloaded free from www.altium.
com/altium/altiumsite/community/
downloads/altium-freeware-end-

trax.cfrn,
If,you find entering all that a bit

daunting, simply go to www.altium.
com and go to the "community" tab,
thence "downloads"!

This program was covered quite
thoroughly (mainly in its normal PC

board layout mode) in the February,
March & April 2004 editions of Stt tcoN
Cmp. So I won't go into all that detail
again but will cover aspects of using
it as a circuit drawing program,

Briefly, though, you need to know
that Protel Autotrax has two parts - the
first, the part you actually " draw" with,
is called TRÁ.XEDIT.EXE. When you
walt to print out your masterpiece,
you'Ìl need the second part, called
TRAXPLOT.EXE.

However, be warned: as Autotrax
is getting pretty long in the tooth (it's
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3-stage dimmer for
mountain bike light

Riding a mountain bike on a for-
est trail after da¡k requires a strong
source of light, Iest a tree branch,
rock, hole or other obstacle appears
without warning. The usual bike
light employs a helmet-mounted
50W halogen lamp powered from a
72V 4A}:^ sealed lead-acid battery in
a backpack. However, fu ll brightness
isn't required all the time so this cir-
cuit provides three brightness levels
and a very low off-state current.

The 4040 binary counter IC1 is
incremented each time switch St is
pressed. As IC1 is clocked, its out-
puts control the amount of current
fed into a simple astable multivibra-
tor oscillator made up of gates IC2a
& IC2b. This enables oscillation but
also controls the duty cycle of the
oscillator.

The oscillator output controls
Mosfet Q1 to drive the lamp.

On power-up, all counter out-
puts are low and pin I goes high to
feed current via diode D1 and the
6BkC) resistor to pin 1 of IC2a. This
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provides an oscillator duty cycle of
about 33%. On the second count,
pins I & 7 are high and the oscilla-
tor duty cycle is increased to around
5O%, On the third count, tle outPut
of ICZc activates to stop the oscillator
in the high state, resulting in a 100%
duty cycle. The above four states
repeat on subsequent counts' The
lamp brightness is directly related
to the oscillator duty cYcle.

The Mosfet should remain cool at
all brightness levels.

Doug Brown,
New Farm, Qld. ($40)
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Which one looks better?
This one or the one on
the right? Unfortunately,
the example at left is
a positive masterpiece
compared to some which
we see!
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Reticulation
valve locator

This circuit was developed to
locate domestic 24V AC reticulation
solenoids. The valves are housed
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in plastic enclosures but over time
had become buried under lavrm or
ground cover.

As shown, the circuit uses one
half of an LM35B dual op amp (IC1)

as a non-inverting comParator. It
monitors the output from a sensor
made from the field winding and
laminated i¡on core of an old exhaust
fan motor. The sensor picks up the
magnetic field from the solenoids
when tley are energised with 24V
AC.

Trimpot VR1 (10kO) is used as a
sensitivity control.

The sensor was attached to a short
length of broom handle a¡d is used
with a sweeping motion, similar to
that used with a conventional metal
locator. It was successful in locating
energised valves buried to 300mm
below the soil su¡face.

Alan Doust,
Erskine, WÂ. ($35)
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